
RMT members at TfL are fighting for
reinstatement of their victimised
colleague, union rep, Petrit Mihaj.
An employment tribunal recently
unanimously ruled that Petrit’s
dismissal was 100% unfair and that
he was sacked for union activities.
However, under the UK’s notorious
anti-union laws the company are
still refusing to reinstate him to his
original job.
RMT has sought meaningful
solutions with Sodexo to resolve this
dispute but the company will not
meet with the union.
Sodexo is now misleading staff by
saying that the tribunal had refused
to reinstate Petrit, which is not true.
Sodexo may be one of the

Government’s major private
contractors but it has a long history
of both union-bashing and treating
its workforce like dirt.
With a lucrative portfolio of
contracts in prisons, the NHS,
schools, defence and other parts of
the public sector, Sodexo was
recently exposed in the press for a
catalogue of claims of bullying,
racism and harassment. This includes
a report that an employee was hit by
a director who said it was “punch a
black week”. 
RMT is stepping up this campaign by
asking both our Parliamentary Group
to submit an Early Day Motion and
for GLA members to call for an
investigation into Sodexo’s conduct

with regard to bullying, racism and
union victimisation.
RMT members are clear that we will
not allow this outrageous attack on
union reps and union organisation at
facilities’ giant Sodexo to go
unchallenged. This is a clear-cut
example of victimisation and
dismissal on the grounds of union
activity – a fact backed up by the
Employment Tribunal. We are calling
for TfL bosses and the government
to step in and reinstate Petrit Mihaj.
We are also calling for a full
investigation to be carried out into
Sodexo’s contracts similar to that
which has been carried out with G4S
and Serco.
n
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Sodexo Victimise Union Rep

RMT colleagues demonstrate in support of union rep Petrit Mihaj
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF HOTEL,
CATERING & ANCILLARY GRADES 2014

INTERCITY EXPRESS PROGRAMME
“That this Conference believes that
the IEP will have a devastating
effect on our Catering members on
the East Coast and Great Western
routes.�The trains are currently
being designed to eradicate the
current buffet/shop facility enjoyed
by the travelling public and which
also provides a safe working
environment for our members.��
Conference is fully aware that the
RMT have not been welcomed to
attend IEP meetings but sister
Unions have and this is because the
management are fully aware of our
direct opposition to the lack of
buffet facilities despite the fact that
the models can still be modified to
accommodate this.
Conference notes that our members
should be able to work with dignity
in a safe working environment,
which a buffet car provides.
Conference requests the General
Grades Committee to oppose these
plans and to pressure the
Department for Transport to reverse
the proposals and to provide a
buffet car on the new trains to
protect the on board catering grade.”

INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY - MCNULTY
REPORT 
“This conference notes with concern
that the implementation of the
McNulty Report recommendations
are already taking place across the
rail industry which puts the future
of the catering grade at risk. 
The report gives TOCs the right to
casualise labour meaning a ‘race to
the bottom' in terms of pay, terms
and conditions. 
Conference has witnessed the rise in
agency/contract workers working in
stores or on board catering as well
as the erosion of services provided
on train such as restaurant services
and the closure of buffet car

facilities which has led to our
members working trolley services in
an unsafe environment.
This conference requests that the
National Executive step up its
campaign to highlight the effects of
McNulty across the industry and to
continue to oppose the report to
protect the catering grade.”

CATERING GRADES NEWSLETTER
“Conference �notes that in order to
better organise our Catering grade
members, a regular Catering Grades
Newsletter is to be produced in line
with the Engineering and
Infrastructure Newsletter to provide
up to date reports on issues that
affect our Catering Grade members
across the Industry.”

LIVING WAGE – CONTRACTORS
“This conference notes that all TOCs
have a moral and ethical duty to
pay its subcontractors, i.e. Rail
Gourmet and ISS etc, the living
wage and the London living wage as
they do with all staff who are
directly employed by TOCs. This
should be encompassed in all
contracts. 
We should also add to our wish list
that part of the invitation to tender
is RMT recognition agreements.”

ALL CATERING CONTRACTS TO BE
TAKEN IN HOUSE 
“Conference notes due to the recent
events at rail gourmet:
• In dispute with East 

Midlands Trains
• Loss of Virgin West Coast 

Contract
• Dismissal of four managers
on the East Coast contract
All since January 2014, Staff morale
is at an all-time low. The only way
forward should be to take all
catering supply staff in house and

hopefully secure the future for all
our members.”

FIRST AID TRAINING FOR ALL
CATERERS 
“This conference notes due to being
part of the on board crew and being
there to help passengers whilst on
board, we feel that it is important
for all catering staff, in any
company, to have the option if they
want, to be fully trained in first aid
and for this to be renewed at the
time when it needs to be.
This would make staff feel that if
they wanted to carry out first aid
they would feel comfortable.”

ER. RECOGNITION – RAIL GOURMET
“That this National Catering, Hotel
and Ancillary Grades Conference
2014 notes with dismay that despite
having a recognition agreement in
place since September 2011 with
Rail Gourmet (SSP) no meetings as
yet have taken place.
This conference now demands that a
meeting is convened with the
utmost urgency with the lead
officer, members and the company.
This is to be convened by Friday
04/04/2014 and with the Agenda to
include:
• Compile a machinery of 

negotiation
• Formulate election spheres
• Set in place formal elections 

for local and national work 
place representatives 

• Set up a timetable of 
statutory meetings

A report of this meeting is to be
issued to all relevant parties
including branches, regional
councils and conference members. A
liaison committee meeting will be
set up in a timely manner to follow
up from this meeting.”
n

Below are the resolutions passed at this year’s annual grades’
conference which was held in Birmingham
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Catering and other grades are in jepoardy as IEP
plans for new trains currently includes no buffet
car facilities, no guards’ accommodation, Driver
Only Operation as well as the outsourcing of
maintenance work to Hitachi.
RMT’s position is that it is essential for on-board
catering to have full catering provision including:

• Full kitchen
• Restaurant 

service 
• At seat first 

class service 
with meals 
cooked on-board

• Regenerated 
meals served at-
seat

• A full buffet 
• trolley service

Also, both the
restaurant and buffet
service must be
accessible to all
passengers.
A recent RMT meeting
called for a joint
industrial strategy to
defend members jobs on Intercity Express.
In attendance were East Coast and First Great
Western Company Council Representatives,
members of the General Grades Committee, Lead
Officer of East Coast and General Secretary, Mick

Cash.
The meeting, which took place at Unity House,
looked at strategy and how to fight the attacks that
all grades will be facing with the implementation
of new Intercity Express Programme trains.
Also, there are no arrangements to facilitate the
transfer of engineering grades and no protection of

jobs.
The outcome of the
meeting has been that
the union has resolved
to build a joint
industrial strategy.
The key issues we are
fighting for across IEP
are:

• To keep a safety
competent 
guard on every 
train

• To keep buffet 
car facilities

• To keep safety 
critical station 
dispatch staff

• No job losses

The failure of TOCs and shortlisted companies
competing for these franchises to agree to these
elements will lead to an immediate dispute
situation with the union. 
n

DEFENDING CATERING ON INTERCITY TRAINS
RMT builds a joint industrial strategy to defend jobs

Model of the interior in first class on Hitachi’s proposed trains 

SOUTHEASTERN PLAN TO REMOVE CATERING 
Southeastern trains have
announced that they plan to
remove on-board catering from
their services.
Rail Gourmet, has also confirmed
that as of 31st October 2014 they
will no longer be providing
trolley services on Southeastern

Trains.
RMT has written to Southeastern
outlining the union’s opposition
to the proposals.
RMT is campaigning for the
company to retain all on-board
services and is highlighting the
fact that both fares and

passenger numbers continue to
rise as does the profits of the
private train companies.
The union is also enlisting the
support of the RMT
Parliamentary Group in the
campaign to save catering
services on Southeastern. n

Next year’s grades’ conference will take place in Birmingham’s Priory Rooms on Sat 28th Feb.
Nominations should be made through your branch.

HOTEL, CATERING & ANCILLARY GRADES’ CONFERENCE 2015
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